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Portfolio Responsibilities 
 
To take the lead on Waste Management/Recycling and relevant Council Plan measures under 
the environment objectives.  

Providing and maintaining parks infrastructure. 
 
To develop and implement a Playground Strategy.  
 
Policies, Plans and Strategies: 

• Waste Management Strategy  
• Air Quality Strategy and Action Plan  

 
Key Areas:  

• Waste Management and Recycling  
• Streetscene  
• Community Micro energy Schemes  
• Carbon/ Greenhouse gas reduction  
• Green agenda – Low Carbon reduction  
• Public Realm (Parks and open spaces)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Waste Management and Recycling  
 
The Council will expand cardboard and plastic collections and promote kerbside recycling 
services across South Lakeland. The plastic and cardboard collections are currently provided to 
98% of households across the district, and the process is on-going to incrementally extend the 
service to those properties in the most remote and hard to access places.  
 
SLDC will consider the introduction of further materials in addition to cardboard and plastic. During 
August we undertook a one-off textile collection in Staveley and are working to see how existing 
textile collection channels can be enhanced in the village. We are also in discussion with Age UK 
with regard to possible joint-working on the Staveley Waste Less project during 2018. 
 
Zurich Insurance conducted a Motor Vehicle Review and identified several recommendations to 
reduce the number of high-risk reversing manoeuvres that have now been adopted. Domestic 
properties that require a high-risk reversing manoeuvre are being contacted individually with 
guidance regarding a change of collection point or request to maintain an un-obstructed access 
route on the collection day. All high-risk reverses on routes operating from the Ulverston depot 
have now been addressed, and work is on-going to review those on routes operating from the 
Kendal depot. 
 
A tender and procurement process is underway to procure a new Bring Site Collections contract. 
A contract specification is in development and it is expected that it is advertised for a new contract 
to start from 1 April 2018.  
 
SLDC will continue to work to procure a new Bulky Collections Contract. A contract specification 
is currently in development and it is expected that this will be advertised in Q3 with the new 
contract to commence 1 April 2018.  
 
A tender and procurement process is underway for the disposal contract for recyclables collected 
in the Ulverston area. A contract specification has been developed and it is expected that a new 
contract will commence in 2018. 
 
Street Scene  
 
The service has procured new street sweeping vehicles to replace vehicles on leases that have 
now expired. These are due for delivery in early 2018. 
 
They are also undertaking an extended trial of technology to improve the efficiency of litter bin 
emptying operations. Sensors have been installed in 104 litter bins that collate information to 
determine the rate at which a bin fills and when emptying will be required. 
 
Green Agenda – Low Carbon Reduction  
 
SLDC is supporting the Cumbria Cycling Strategy and involvement in the Cumbria Cycling 
Partnership. The Partnership will work on a delivery plan with actions under the four headings of: 
improving cycling infrastructure, cycling for a healthy lifestyle, supporting the Cumbria economy 
and promoting Cumbria as the best place to cycle. SLDC would like to see benefits for South 
Lakeland’s residents through an emphasis on actions which will promote and enable cycling as 
part of a realistic active travel option for residents. 
 
 



SLDC has been in communication with Cumbria County Council regarding the potential for Tour 
of Britain to come to the district in 2019. 
 
Development Management Policies have been updated with an active travel focus. They have 
been published for consultation. Once adopted, they will be used to help guide planning 
application decisions. 
 
Carbon Greenhouse Gas Reduction  
 
SLDC continues to work with the Community Action for Sustainability (CAFS) to achieve the Low 
Carbon Programme for 2017/18. This Programme was produced in joint partnership with SLDC 
and CAFS and supports SLDC’s priority in becoming energy efficient.  
 
The South Lakeland Community Energy Support Project is continuing to run until March 2018. 
This project is being delivered by CAFS with funding from SLDC and is designed to support 
communities in developing energy efficient and renewable energy schemes. The projects under 
this scheme are community led and so far advice has been provided on: 
 

• Heating and insulation improvements to historic buildings  
• Renewable Energy advice for village halls  
• Energy Audits  
• Support in helping a community create a hydro scheme (Killington Reservoir)  

 
 
Public Realm (Parks and Open Spaces) 
 
The tender process for improvements at Nobles Rest has been completed and the preferred 
contractor is soon to be appointed. Selective tree pruning and felling has been carried out on 
Swine Parrock and works on the paths and drainage is due to start in the New Year.  The Friends 
of Noble’s Rest Group are currently seeking further funding to continue with implementing the 
Masterplan. 
 
The Landscape Architect appointed to work on the Millerground Enhancement plan is currently 
finalising the design and drawing up the specification for the project to go out to tender in February 
2018, with a view to the work starting in spring.  The first phase of the project is for accessible 
paths which link the car park with the shore. 
 
The Rinkfield playground has now been installed and a formal opening for the community took 
place on 30 July 2017.  
 
A consultation took place during the summer for the Abbot Hall play area which received over 200 
responses.  A community group is being constituted to assist with the fundraising with a hope to 
have raised the required amount to start the project in May 2018.  
 
Gym equipment has recently been installed in Broadgate Meadow, Grasmere through LIPs 
funding which was awarded to Grasmere Village Society for improvements on the park. 
Fundraising will continue with consultation events taking place for the improvements to the play 
area in 2018. 
 



Consultation events and an on-line questionnaire has recently been carried out for the four play 
areas in the Kendal Parks estate. Two of the playground developments will go out to tender in the 
new-year.  
 
Consultations are also underway for play area improvements at Maryfell in Sedbergh and 
Castlefield & Greenbank in Ambleside.  Both these consultations are due to finish at the beginning 
of December however they remain in the early stages as £70,000 needs to be raised for each 
project.  
 
The Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) consultation was completed in October 2017. The 
consultation process included social media, websites, emails, questionnaires at various locations 
and onsite consultation days. The results of the consultation informed a report that was submitted 
for Cabinet on December 13th. The report recommended that Cabinet approved the introduction 
of a PSPO for the control of dogs in public open spaces and parks across the district. 


